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Breevy is a small utility that helps users to save time by replacing hard-to-remember phrases and long-words
with shorter abbreviations. For example, in order to enter a website address you might be used to typing it

out:www.google.com Instead of typing it out, you can type p for www and g for google, and this way Breevy
will remove the p and the g at the same time and will enter www.google.com. Breevy is similar to other

application like smart keyboards (One Keyboard, Autocorrect, Typinator, QuickType, Kii Keyboard) but
focuses on simplifying the typing process by allowing you to define new abbreviations for any word or phrase,
and to convert them to string in order to trigger the application or your favorite application. By creating your
own abbreviations you can share them with other users on Dropbox, easily send them to Twitter or Facebook,

share them with friends through e-mail, or simply store them in the Text Expander format for later use.
Breevy Key features: • Create, edit and define abbreviations • Preferences: Set trigger key, notify on text

changes, import and export snippets, etc. • App Settings: Fast synchronization with Dropbox, Email, Twitter
and Facebook • Create and edit abbreviations: Needed to create a placeholder for the first letter of an

abbreviation (1-4 characters), a name of a file where all abbreviations are saved. • Import and export snippets:
All snippets are saved inside a folder called Breevy snippets. These are the ones shared by other users on
Dropbox. • Create snippets: You will have to select the format to export your snippets (Text Expander or

AutoCorrect). • Import AutoCorrect: You can import AutoCorrect files of different formats: Excel, Microsoft
Word or simply a typo. • Sync with Dropbox: While Breevy does not require Dropbox, you can choose to

synchronize your abbreviations with a Dropbox folder of your choice. • Email abbreviations: Email
abbreviations are available as text or HTML format. • Export to Text Expander: When you quit Breevy you
will have to choose a Text Expander for your abbreviations and a file name for the file where you want all

your abbreviations to be stored. • Export to AutoCorrect format: For those who have spent some time typing
out an abbreviation and think of changing something in a string, you can still export the abbreviations

Breevy Crack Download

Breevy Crack For Windows was designed to be a "super-app" that replaces all typed words with abbreviations
that match the phrase or word you are trying to type. You can use these abbreviations like predefined
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keystrokes, file/folder/URL/executable names. Let's be honest, typing documents can be frustrating. We
know, because we are the first to type them :) Breevy Activation Code was designed to help overcome that
pain, by replacing all typed words with abbreviations that match the phrase or word you are trying to type.

Breevy For Windows 10 Crack works with TextExpander snippets, abbreviations, medical transcription sets,
Excel spreadsheets, typo or Microsoft Word AutoCorrections (a.k.a. "AutoKey") Breevy is a small-sized
utility that replaced 1000+ words in 15 minutes and enabled us to type documents and build websites 10x

faster! Breevy works with Windows 8 and Windows 7 Instead of typing "windows.com", you now can type
"win.com" Other features of Breevy: • Shift+Enter for Apps (e.g. Word, Excel, Internet Explorer) •

Shift+Escape for websites (e.g. Wikipedia) • Shift+PageDown for folders (e.g. C:\) • Shift+N to take a
shortcut to your homepage • Ctrl+Enter for a new tab in any browser (note - this does *NOT* work in Metro
IE) • Ctrl+Shift+Enter for print screens • Ctrl+Ctrl+Insert for new line • Ctrl+Enter for Save files • Ctrl+T to
open a new tab • Ctrl+Shift+Enter for a new tab in any browser (note - this does *NOT* work in Metro IE) •
Ctrl+Tab for auto-select between open tabs • Ctrl+Z to undo your last action • Q to quit Many more... Some
people like to add another word to their phrases and it's usually something like "for sure". Others might just
like to avoid having to type in any word. With Breevy, you can type just the first letter of the word or phrase
and have a Breevy abbreviation added automatically. You can even type a date and have it be replaced with a
quick date abbreviation for that day. Breevy wasn't designed to replace all type words (e.g. to replace "I am"

with "I AM" 6a5afdab4c
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Breevy is a concise program that helps you to manage your typing habits quickly and easily. It provides easy
abbreviations with short typing sequences that you can use to type website addresses, URLS, sentences, e-mail
addresses or file paths, all at once. Working with Breevy is very simple, you just need to create a new
abbreviation for any word or sentence that you find too difficult or troublesome to type or remember. If you
want to fasten the way you type phrases and words, then Breevy is a software solution that you might want to
take into consideration. This text replacement program helps you simplify writing e-mails, filling online forms
or typing various documents by allowing you to abbreviate complex and hard to remember phrases and words.
How it works Working with Breevy is very simple, you just need to create a new abbreviation for any word or
sentence that you find too difficult or troublesome to type or remember. For each abbreviation you have three
match modes that you can choose from, namely adapt case, case insensitive or sensitive. You can choose when
you want the application to replace the words you type with abbreviations. Therefore, you can set it to replace
words immediately, after the selected trigger key is pressed or after a word-ending character is typed. You
should keep in mind that unlike trigger keys that are removed right after the abbreviation is typed, this
character is not discarded, but is displayed as it is. Launch websites or applications As easy as it is to define an
abbreviation for a word or phrase, even simpler is to launch your favorite application or website whenever you
type a command. To do that, just choose the file, folder, URL address or executable you want to access and
define an abbreviation for it. Import and export abbreviations You can import Text Expander snippets,
abbreviations, medical transcription sets, Excel spreadsheets, typo or Microsoft Word AutoCorrections.
Moreover, you can export all abbreviations to the Text Expander format or use the same abbreviation on
multiple computers by enabling synchronization with Dropbox. Conclusion All in all, Breevy is a small-sized
software utility that proves to be very handy when it comes to saving your time by allowing you to type faster
using abbreviations. Breevy Features Create new abbreviations on the fly Easy switching between active
abbreviations Text completion while typing Automatic trigger keys on specific phrases Exporting

What's New in the Breevy?

For all you users out there that suffer from the same discomforts that text lettering brings, take a look at Text
Expander. One of the easiest and easiest to use applications that gets a lot of attention is the abbreviation
application that truly has a million ways to express yourself. Text Expander is a simple, yet efficient
application that lets you insert file, URL, and executable shortcuts into your documents and launch them
without typing. All that you need to do is to define an abbreviation that you would like to launch and save it as
a snippet. Upon your next request to type or copy something, Text Expander will be available on a standby to
replace the words with the abbreviation that you type. And at your end, it will be replaced with the complete
file, URL, or executable address. It is extremely useful to type any page of information that will be very long.
Text Expander Description: For all of you users that have the same kind of discomfort that acronyms present,
you should know that a product like Text Expander is your best tool to overcome them. With the help of Text
Expander, all you need to do is to place an abbreviation, an URL, or a file into it and it will be available as the
same phrase. All that you need to do is to request to type something or copy it, and a corresponding snippet
will replace the previous text with the abbreviation you place into it. To finish, simply click on the
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corresponding abbreviation and it will make the required entry. How To Repair Corrupted Windows Registry?
recover corrupt windows registry - The windows registry is a database that stores data on the configuration
settings of your computer. When you open your computer, Windows uses this registry to keep everything
working properly. So the important part of the registry is that it's never deleted. Whenever you install a new
program on your computer, you can also damage the windows registry. If you delete or remove a program, you
can also harm your windows registry. In such a case, you need to restore it in order to use your computer as
you had expected. In this video, we show you how to repair corrupted Windows registry using high-end
professional tools. This will help you fix the errors and damage your windows registry.You will also learn
about the following: a.What is the windows registry? b.How to recover corrupt windows registry? c.What
causes corrupt windows registry? d.How to fix corrupt windows registry
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System Requirements:

Mac OS X 10.9 or later Xcode 6 or later Quicken Easy Setup Guides: - 1-Click Setup: You can set up it in just
one click. - Easy Setup: This is a built-in template. Features: - Transfer money from bank to other bank
accounts. - Transfer money to your bank accounts. - Transfer money from your bank accounts to your bank. -
Generate codes for your bank accounts to avoid unauthorized transactions. For the latest
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